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A LITTLE

BRANDS I’VE WORKED WITH/FOR

I’ve always loved all fields of 
design - from traditional graphic 
design to motion design - and 
in my 8 years of experience, 
I’ve been fortunate enough to 
work in almost all of them. From 
interning at an animation studio, 
to being a design consultant at 
one of the biggest telecomms 
companies in South Africa, my 
career has been nothing but a 
pure learning experience.

Having worked in all of the fields 
I have worked, I have truly fell 
in love with UX/UI design in the 
3 years I’ve been working as 
one. This field has given me 
the opportunity to pull together 
all my design knowledge and 
implement it - not only to make 
eye catching designs - but to 
solve people’s problems as well.

ABOUT ME



M Y  U X / U I

PROJECTS

TELKOM D.O.P.

DEALER ONLINE
PORTAL

FLIGHT WAITER HOMEHUB

OTHER DESIGN PROJECTS

AFRICAN BANK ABSA MOTION DESIGN



DEALER ONLINE
PORTAL

The challenge
Telkom was looking for a way to expand its competitive 
fibre offering into the housing market that exploded 
with the lowered interest rates at the beginning of the 
pandemic.



The process
The Telkom team came up with the idea of targeting new home buyers 
before they even get their new homes. Real estate agents would be the 
main vehicle to carry Telkom to its new clients. The application for fibre 
would be integrated into the home buying process should the client be 
interested.

We devised the idea of digitising the application to decrease paperwork 
and leverage the advantages of technology. The project had a very short 
deadline and little to no room for mistakes. 

We went with the last three stages of the design thinking process. 
The product owner wanted to get a working MVP out quickly to test 
the viability of her product in a real world setting. Ideation, prototyping 
and testing allow us to make quick iterations and even run the phases 
simultaneously to get real time results.

Empathise Define Ideate Prototype Test

Design thinking process. We ran the last three phases



Ideate

We started immediately looking at the best way to digitise the  application form and how we could improve on it. In these ideation sessions, we 
had participants from the development team, legal and the product owner’s team for input and advise.

The products owner’s team helped us layout a customer journey map of how the fibre sign up would work in our instance. 

Ideation session with all stakeholders

Our journey map

Customer Meets estate 
agent

Signs housing 
forms

Call customer if 
application is not 
completed for any 

reason

Fill-in 
customer 

details on our 
digital form

Signed up 
for fibre

Real estate 
agent

Call centre 
agent



After creating the maps, we began creating prototypes on paper and editing 
them during live sessions with the team. We would the run guerrilla tests to 
rapidly test our ideas and get results immediately. This cycle was repeated 
several times until the prototype was finalised and sent of to development.

Reflection
During creation of the prototypes, we had initially wanted to mimic the physical 
signing of the forms by having sign-able fields in our application as this was 
also a business requirement (at the time) to have physical signatures. 

This proved challenging as signatures would look unnatural when done on 
mobile screens (and laptops) and would be tedious for the user, forcing 
them to be annoyed at the thought of “filling out another form“. Luckily, after 
some assistance from legal, we did away with the signatures and opted for 
checkboxes.

This was a lesson to always have a diverse group of experts and skills in your 
design team to help tackle issues that might otherwise derail your projects. 

Another lesson learnt is that, you don’t always have the pleasure of executing 
all phases of design thinking and its modular nature can help your team start 
at any phase and still get good results.

Prototype Test



The challenge
I was required to create a prototype as a concept 
for a mobile application. The client is a new low 
cost airline who would like their customers to be 
able to book flights through the application.



The process

I needed to know who my users are, what they’re using and 
what they prefer when it comes to booking a flight. Fortunately 
for me, I had a friend from Botswana as a first-time flyer. 
Her brother booked the flight for her initial flight for her but, 
going back, I asked her to book her ticket herself. I asked her 
permission to sit in on the process.

Contextual Inquiry - Key observations
• The user had no issues booking her flight on her preferred 

platform (Air Botswana)
• She immediately started looking for the cheapest flights 

regardless of class

Observing the user during a contextual enquiry

Empathise

• Due to COVID, she booked her flights three days prior to the date
• She did not like the idea of checking-in 2 hours early and standing in 

queues -  risking exposure to COVID and pricey airport food
• At the airport, she struggle to find her check-in desk

Survey - Results
I also created a survey to gather some quantitative data and the results 
are as follows:
• the most known service providers among my users are Airlink, Air 

Botswana, and Kulula.
• 75% of users have booked flights online before. 
• When it comes to experience with technology, 29% are beginners, 12.5% 

are intermediate, and 58% are experts.
• Easy navigation was the most mentioned attribute of the sites.
• Users mostly book flights to go on vacation/holidays.
• Flight times and ticket prices where the most important pieces of 

information.



I then took my data and created a persona to help 
sympathise and understand with the user.

I then outlined the features of the app and mapped 
them on to a red route matrix to understand their 
priority to the user.

• 27 years old
• Female
• Has gained confidence in her career
• Single and childless
• Works from home
• Studies part-time

• Enjoys going away on distant 
vacations

• Is technology savvy but doesn’t 
mind going without it

• Worried about getting infected 
with Covid-19

• Thinks about growing her savings 
for the future

• Would like to see flight times and pricing so she can 
stick to or go below her budget

• Wishes all flight booking systems had easy navigation 
so she can focus on finding her best flight

• She would love to be able to check-in online to avoid 
crowds at the airport

• She would love to be alerted as to when check-in closes 
so she does wait for long at the airport

“I really don’t want to catch Covid-19, 
so if something can be done online, I’m 

doing it online!”

Nelly Mabuza

Facts

Behaviours Goals

User persona
App red routes

Define



Ideate

I took the features from my red route matrix to then create my user flows to see how the user would go through 
them. I then moved on to sketching low fidelity wireframes to get a sense of how the screens would look.

Example of user flows



Prototype

I created the prototype in Adobe XD along with the 
look with the branding of the app (logo included). 
The app took inspiration from ordering food (thus the 
name, Flight Waiter).

Reflection
Contextual inquiries are invaluable to ones research. 
Being able to sit with the user in their context of use 
grants valuable insights to your work and keeps you 
on track to solving the right problems.

VIEW PROTOTYPE

https://xd.adobe.com/view/c245e5ad-c8d0-4a1a-ae6a-25ca6d4e0e2c-9716/?fullscreen&hints=off


I was asked to create a home management 
system that had a heavy focus on electricity, 
security and home care.

The challenge



The client already had a set of features they had in mind 
for the app but to confirm their biases, I went ahead and 
organised some user interviews for qualitative data and 
surveys for quantitative data. 

My questions in both forms of data gathering focused 
on electricity management in the home and the common 
mental model around panic buttons and home security.

The process

Empathise



• 36 years old
• Recenty bought a home
• House is a stand alone with little to 

no security
• Uses prepaid electricity

• Works full time
• Is worried about the rising crime 

rate in the country
• Prefers to rest during the weekend
• During holidays she goes away for 

vacation
• Loves keeping her home in good 

condition

• Wishes she could purchase 
electricity from any where

• Would like to have a list of reliable 
handymen to help in her home 
when she needs it

• Wishes she could feel safe in her 
home

• Needs a panic button that’s easy 
to use and track

Facts Behaviours Goals

“As it stands, I have to manually top up 
my prepaid electricity from the meter 

box. It’s frustrating, especially when I’m 
away from home.”

Susan Wright

I found that 60% of my research participants were not subscribed to any form of 
home security and thus had vague ideas of how panic buttons would work but 
when asked to outline how they thought panic buttons would work, they had similar 
ideas around it.

For electricty management, one need we did not think off popped - the ability to be 
informed of upcoming loadshedding blackouts.

I then took all my data and created my primary persona.

Define



Once I had a better sense of who I was 
designing for, I took all the features and 
mapped them on a red route matrix to see 
how they would be prioritised in terms of 
usage frequency and importance.

Although the panic button was not going to 
be used frequently, due to its nature, it had to 
feature prominently on the app.

Red route matrix

Ideate



I then sketched out some 
wireframes for the homescreen. 
I’m a fan of wireframing on paper 
as the process feels more organic 
and ideas can be tried out faster. 

When it came to building the high 
fidelity prototype, I noticed that the 
colours the client wanted weren’t 
really accessible - to remedy this, I 
opted for subtle gradients.

Reflection
Despite a client being clear on 
their requirements - if possible - 
one should always conduct some 
research as it tends to often 
highlight issues the client may 
have overlooked and provide better 
ways to tackle certain tasks.

VIEW PROTOTYPE

Wireframe sketches High fidelity prototype

Prototype

https://www.figma.com/proto/0MlpE4enYLIBl4293O18hZ/HomeHUB?page-id=0%3A1&node-id=222%3A1358&viewport=336%2C48%2C0.28&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=222%3A1358


A F R I C A N  B A N K

The Performance Agency assisted African 
Bank with some management consulting and 
the theme of their approach was “dare to be 
audacious“. When ideating the look of the 
campaign,  space travel was an immediate 
match and African Bank’s colour scheme fit 
perfectly.

Due to the nature of the project, some of content on the designs has been replaced with dummy text.





A B S A

During The Performance Agency’s partnership 
with Absa, a lot of presentations were created 
and the team felt that they had become stale 
and repetitive. To remedy this, we looked 
at how we can make them more visually 
appealing and easier to engage with from the 
facilitator’s perspective.

We took those presentations and started 
designing them in a similar fashion to 
microsites. This included the information 
architecture of the content along with 
interactive hyperlinks to help facilitators move 
through the decks seamlessly.

Due to the nature of the project, some of content on the designs has been replaced with dummy text.





Please note, these links will open in your browser.

M O T I O N  D E S I G N

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UkuL7dTzWqLDyTunvuxb9P337Pk12l9R/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/15D2WlwImNoNRd9GVgPJgbPCuBwPsQNFf?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LW8hJxCneWdhluNUAOjUwQI2dXdkEFH3?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j3VvMSejR_TJ3DpsJ76bwFnGcF6WnQ2N/view?usp=sharing
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